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This paper aims at estimating the vehicle suspension parameters of a TGV train from measurement data. A better knowledge of these parameters is required for virtual homologation or condition monitoring applications. The estimation of the parameter values is performed by minimizing a misfit function describing the distance between the measured and the simulated vehicle response. Due to the unsteady excitation from the real track irregularities and nonlinear effects in the vehicle behaviour, the misfit function is defined in the time domain using a least squares estimation. Then an optimization algorithm is applied in order to find the best parameter estimate within the defined constraints. The complexity of the solution surface with many local minima requires the use of global optimization methods. The results show that the model can be improved by this approach providing a response of the simulation model closer to the measurements.
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1. Introduction and motivation

The simulation of the dynamic behaviour of railway vehicles using multi-body programs has been used by constructors for many years. It allows to compare different design solutions virtually thus avoiding prototypes and decreasing development time and costs. These applications are focused on relative differences between several constructive solutions rather than on very precise absolute values of the vehicle response.

With improved models and faster computing times new application fields for simulations of the dynamic response of railway vehicles are explored. These are the virtual homologation of new vehicles, the condition-based maintenance and the definition of track maintenance procedures depending on the vehicle response. The virtual homologation aims at replacing some of the costly inline tests of new or modified vehicles by simulations. The homologation has to guarantee that the vehicle response is within the limits defined in the standard EN14363 [1] for vehicle acceptance.

The condition-based maintenance is based on detailed information about the actual state of vehicle elements. Up to now it is based on signal processing from measured data. Applications are the measurement of axle box accelerations for the detection of wheel defects and the identification of running instability as outlined.
in [2]. Alternatively nominal simulation models can be used to detect property changes in particular vehicle elements. Different methods for model-based condition monitoring are outlined in [3]. In [4] Li discusses the model-based estimation of suspension parameters. In his work a filter-based method is used for parameter identification of a multi-body model.

The track maintenance requires limit values for the admissible amplitude of track defects. These can be obtained by simulating the vehicle response as a function of the track geometry. For all these applications the interest does not lie in relative changes of the vehicle response but in precise absolute values. They require therefore a very accurate modelling of the vehicle response.

The capacity of the model to reproduce the dynamic response of the real vehicle depends on the one hand on the structure of the model and on the other hand on the choice of the model parameters. Only the dynamic response due to physical effects which are represented in the model structure can be reproduced by the simulation. This requires a detailed modelling of the different suspension elements, the wheel-rail contact and structural properties. However, a more detailed structure of the model also increases the complexity and the number of model parameters. A correct choice of these parameter values is the second requirement for a correct prediction of the real vehicle behaviour. The nominal values of the suspension parameters and admissible tolerances are defined in the manufacturer specification. When actual parameter values of a certain vehicle are needed for example for condition monitoring applications the situation is more difficult. The identification of the parameter values is therefore of large interest for the applications outlined above. This work discusses the approach of obtaining the parameter values from measurement data using identification methods. Parameter values are thus obtained for a particular vehicle and measurement condition. The variability of vehicle and wheel-rail contact parameters for several vehicles of the same type is not subject of this work. The improved calibration of the vehicle model based on the running conditions met during the measurements including variable speeds and curve radii is nevertheless the requirement for using the model in further-ranging stochastic analysis.

The following paper is structured in 4 sections. In section 2 the simulated and measured vehicle responses are compared and analysed qualitatively allowing to characterise the system and the validity range of the model. Based on these results the identification problem is designed. Its characteristics are outlined in section 3. The results of the parameter identification including the sensitivity analysis and optimization problem are presented and discussed in section 4 followed by the conclusions.

2. Measured versus simulated vehicle response: a first qualitative comparison showing the importance of nonlinear and transient effects

The vehicle considered is a TGV Duplex train for which acceleration and force measurements have been performed on the TGV east line. The TGV Duplex is a two-level high speed train composed of two traction units and eight passenger coaches as shown in figure 1. Like all TGV train types the coaches of the TGV Duplex are equipped with Jacobs bogies. Figure 2 shows the connection between coaches with the Jacobs bogie. This tight coupling between the coaches determines...
Figure 1. TGV Duplex train composed of 2 traction units and 8 passenger coaches

Figure 2. Jacobs bogie in a TGV train

the dynamic behaviour of the train as outlined for example in [5].

The model used is a multi-body model defined in the commercial software Vampire [6]. It consists of rigid bodies which are connected by suspension elements. The wheel-rail contact is modelled using the Hertzian law in normal direction and the nonlinear Kalker law for the computation of the lateral friction forces. The wheel-rail contact parameters are calculated and tabled as functions of the lateral wheelset displacement and the yaw rotation for defined wheel and rail profiles before the simulation. Detailed information about the rolling contact can be found in the work of Kalker [7, 8].

The track geometry is measured by the IRIS 320 measurement train [9] for track defects with wavelength between 3 and 200m. IRIS 320 is an inertial track geometry measurement system installed in a TGV train.

The vehicle track system is nonlinear due to the wheel-rail contact and nonlinear suspension elements. For the definition of the identification problem in the next section it is therefore necessary to detect and characterize these nonlinearities and their impact on the vehicle behaviour. In [10] a good summary is given about different methods and the current state of research.
In the sections 2.1 and 2.2 the analysis of transfer functions for different excitation conditions is used. Figure 3 illustrates the computation of the transfer functions for the measurement and the model of the TGV train.

2.1. **Transfer functions obtained by the simulation model**

For the model, the transfer functions for the fully nonlinear system have been calculated using artificial sinusoidal track defects with different amplitudes. The wavelength of the track defects corresponds to the axle-distance of the bogies such that the two wheelsets of the bogie are moving in phase. This allows to avoid any rotational movement of the bogie therefore reducing coupling effects. By increasing the velocity stepwise the transfer functions between track defect amplitude and vehicle response have been calculated for a frequency range between 0 and 20Hz. It can be seen that the eigenfrequencies depend on the track defect amplitude. Figure 4 shows the transfer function of the primary suspension between the track irregularities and bogie frame accelerations, in the traction unit, for different amplitudes of the track irregularities. Besides, it is not possible to superpose the response due to vertical and lateral track irregularities. The transfer functions for combined excitations show a different shape indicating a coupling between lateral and vertical behaviours. In figure 4b the transfer function of the primary suspension is considerably larger for a combined lateral and vertical track excitation (case 3 in red).
2.2. Transfer functions obtained by inline measurement data

For the real vehicle an experimental modal analysis with defined excitation signals is not available. Therefore the inline measurements are used for an operational modal analysis. The transfer functions are calculated using autospectra $S_{xx}$ and crossspectra $S_{xy}$ between the forces (x) in the wheel-rail contact and the accelerations (y) in bogie and car body. The H1 estimation of the transfer function, compensating for noise on the acceleration measurement, is defined as:

$$ H_1 = \frac{S_{yx}(f)}{S_{xx}(f)} $$

(1)

If the spectra are calculated for the whole measurement signal nonlinear effects are averaged out. In order to analyze the dependence of the eigenfrequencies on the excitation the transfer functions are calculated for short sections along the line. The choice of the section length has to be adapted to the nonlinear effect one is interested in. Very short sections emphasize the effect due to unsteady track defects. By increasing the section length these transient excitations are averaged out and nonlinear effects due to different vehicle speeds become visible. Since the wheel forces increase with increasing speed as shown in figure 5 the analysis of the transfer functions between forces and accelerations is a suitable way to analyze nonlinearities in the vehicle suspension.

Figure 6b shows the transfer function calculated from measurement data for the primary suspension. The result is compared to the transfer function obtained for the model (a). It can be seen that the eigenfrequencies depend on the vehicle speed thus on the excitation level. This leads to the conclusion that nonlinearities of the wheel-rail contact and suspension elements have an influence on the vehicle response which can not be neglected. In particular in lateral direction nonlinear effects are observed while in vertical direction a fairly linear behaviour is found.

Based on the analysis of the simulated and measured vehicle responses, the identification problem is designed in the following section. The results to be pointed out are the non-negligible nonlinear vehicle behaviour and the unsteady excitation...
due to track defects.

3. Peculiar aspects of the design of the identification problem

The aim of the parameter identification process illustrated in figure 7 is to adjust the model parameters so that the simulation reproduces the dynamic response of the real vehicle with enough accuracy. It has been proposed in [11]. The identification process is based on in-line measurement data from the TGV train running on the real track. In the TGV, accelerations have been measured in all bogies and car bodies. Besides, wheel forces are available for two measuring wheelsets.

The parameters to be identified are stiffness and damping parameters of the primary and secondary suspension as well as masses and inertia. The number of parameters describing a suspension element depends on the model, ranging from a simple equivalent stiffness to a complex physical model.

The identification of the parameters of the multi-body model is an inverse problem with particular properties. The direct problem is itself nonlinear due to the wheel-rail contact and nonlinear suspension elements. The large number of parameters leads to complicated solution surfaces and non-unique solutions. A
regularization of the inverse problem and identification methods which can deal with these conditions are required.

In the following peculiar aspects of the identification process are discussed.

3.1. A time domain misfit function

The misfit function describes the distance between the measurements and the result of the simulation. It can be defined in different ways and is a crucial part of the identification problem. The choice of the misfit function depends on the characteristics of the available experimental and simulation data. It can be defined either in the time domain or in the frequency domain. For linear systems the definition in the frequency domain has many advantages. It uses the modal parameters (eigenfrequencies and eigenmodes) thus allowing to describe and compare the system behaviour by a relatively small number of parameters.

For nonlinear systems these modal parameters are not directly available. They are not system-inherent but depend on the excitation. The principle of superposition does not apply. The speed dependent eigenfrequencies of the transfer functions and the result when superposing vertical and lateral excitation, analysed in section 2, illustrate this effect. Nevertheless approaches using the principle of modal analysis for nonlinear systems have been developed. The principle of normal modes for undamped linear systems has been transferred to nonlinear systems in [12–14] by defining nonlinear normal modes (NNM). Characteristic properties of these modes are the observed frequency-energy dependence and the modal interaction. The eigenfrequencies depend on the energy brought into the system, being here related to the vehicle speed and the track geometry quality. Internal resonances in the system lead to an energy transfer from the excited mode to other nonlinear modes explaining the presence of several eigenfrequencies in the response spectra.
From the transfer functions presented in the previous section it is known that nonlinearities have an important effect on the dynamic behaviour of the vehicle, notably in lateral direction. Due to varying vehicle speed and unsteady excitation by track irregularities, a linearisation for a certain working point and nonlinear normal modes are not applicable. Therefore the misfit function is defined in the time domain using acceleration and force signals.

Differences between measurement and simulation can be either due to an irrelevant choice of the model, neglecting important physical effects of the real system, or due to wrongly chosen parameter values. In the latter case, by minimizing the difference between model and measurement the parameter values can be adjusted. In order to minimize the misfit function a global optimization method is used which will be discussed in section 4.

The time-domain misfit function can be defined in different ways. Most commonly the least-square distance between the signals is calculated and integrated over the signal length. If the measurement signal is corrupted by noise methods which take into account the noise level can be used. The maximum-likelihood method [15] takes into account prior information about the measurement noise in the misfit function definition. The correlation-based method [16] uses the effect that noise signals are not correlated after a short time while the vehicle response signals are still correlated. This can be shown by calculating the auto-spectra of the signals. For vehicle dynamic purposes only low frequencies are taken into account. Elastic body modes are neglected allowing the use of rigid bodies. Therefore the acceleration signals are filtered at low frequencies up to 20Hz. In this frequency range the noise level is low and can be neglected. The least-square method is therefore sufficient and used in the following. For every time step the error vector $e(p, t)$ between model response $x_{\text{model}}(t, p)$ and measured response $x_{\text{meas}}(t)$ is computed by $e(p, t) = x_{\text{meas}}(t) - x_{\text{model}}(t, p)$. Using the square of the $L_2$ norm and a weighting matrix $W$ the misfit function value is calculated and integrated over the time:

$$J(p) = \frac{\int_0^T e^T(p, t)We(p, t)dt}{\int_0^T x_{\text{meas}}^2(t)dt}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Since one is interested in the distance relative to the measured vehicle response, the misfit function is normalized with the integral over the squared measurement signal.

The frequency range of the vehicle response for which the misfit function is defined depends on the track excitation spectrum and the eigenmodes of the vehicle which are correctly represented by the model. For vehicle dynamics purpose the spatial track excitation spectrum is transformed into a time spectrum. It depends therefore both on the measurement range of the track geometry measurement system as well as the speed of the vehicle. On high speed lines in France the track geometry is measured for wavelengths between 3 and 200m. For a vehicle speed of 300km/h this corresponds to an excitation frequency range between 0.4 and 30Hz. The valid frequency range of the model is defined by comparing measured and simulated transfer functions. For the example of the vertical bogie acceleration it can be seen in figure 8 that the model reproduces well the dynamic behaviour for the real system for a frequency range between 1 and 14Hz while for higher
Figure 8. Measured and simulated power spectral density of bogie A acceleration in lateral direction

Figure 9. Influence of the error of the kilometric position (PK) on the identification result for the coil spring stiffness $cz$

frequencies the model response is insufficient to account for the experimental response peaks. This is due to the fact that the elastic modes at higher frequencies are not reproduced by the model built up from rigid bodies.

3.2. **Synchronisation of measurement and simulation**

The definition of the misfit function in the time domain requires that the measured and the simulated signals are synchronized. Already a small shift of the kilometric position (PK) of the signals can increase the misfit function significantly and lead to identification errors. In order to analyze the effect of a kilometric shift between measurement and simulation, parameters of the TGV model have been identified using a reference simulation as “virtual measurement data”. In the case of zero shift the exact value of the true parameters is identified. Then the identification has been repeated for increasing shifts between the signals. In figure 9 it can be seen that small shifts lead to important errors in the identified parameter values. An efficient synchronisation is therefore crucial for the identification problem.

In order to synchronise measurement and simulation signals the cross-correlation between the measured vertical axle-box accelerations and the vertical track irregularities is used. Since the axle-box acceleration is measured below the primary suspension thus avoiding the effect of nonlinearities a very good correlation is obtained. The twice integrated axle-box acceleration is used nearly as a sensor for the
vertical track defect. If the correlation is sufficiently good the synchronisation can also be performed directly between measured and simulated acceleration signals. The PK correction is illustrated in figure 10.

3.3. Evaluation of the misfit function with initial parameters taking into account the correlation with track geometry and design

The misfit function can be composed by one or several signals over a defined length. For the TGV train wheel forces as well as accelerations from bogies and car bodies are available. The correlation between measurement and simulation depends on the considered signal. For each signal the calibration of the initial model aims at analysing the behaviour of the TGV model for the initially chosen parameter set. The frequency and the time response of the model are compared to the measured data. This is done by calculating the misfit function for sections of a defined length (125m). Due to variations in the kilometric shift along the line, the measurement and simulation signals are synchronised for each section separately. If the coherence is sufficiently good, the cross-correlation is applied in order to obtain the shift between the signals. In the case where the coherence does not allow to apply the synchronisation, the kilometric shift is interpolated from the surrounding sections.

Figure 11 shows the misfit function for the vertical force and the lateral acceleration in bogie A. In both cases the misfit function indicates a satisfactory correlation between measurement and simulation. However, it is observed that the misfit function varies considerably between different sections. For the vertical wheel force, values between 10% and 70% and for the lateral acceleration values between 40% and 140% are obtained. How can this significant difference be explained? One approach is to analyse the correlation between the track geometry and design on one part and the misfit function on the other part. This might allow to answer the question if the capacity of the model to reproduce the real vehicle behaviour depends on the track quality and other running conditions.
Figure 11. Initial misfit function for the vertical wheel force (a) and the lateral acceleration (b) in bogie A for sections of 125m length

Figure 12. Correlation between the maximal cross-level defect amplitude $A_{\text{max}}$ with the misfit function per section in bogie A lateral

Figure 12 shows the correlation between the maximal amplitude of the cross-level track defect per section and the misfit function for the lateral acceleration in bogie A. Even though no important correlation is observed it is found that the misfit function is lower for higher track defect amplitudes. One possible explanation is that for sections with very low irregularity levels the vehicle response is controlled by other excitations, aerodynamic forces for example, or the eigendynamics of the vehicle.

In figure 13 the correlation with respect to the track curvature and cross-level offset is shown. It can be seen that low misfit function values appear in straight track ($\text{curvature}=0$) while the highest values appear in curves. The model reproduces better the behaviour on a straight track.

In general, the misfit function is worse for the lateral direction. While the misfit function for the vertical wheel forces is mainly around 15% the lateral forces are worse reproduced by the model with misfit function values between 40% and 90%. Finally it is observed that the misfit function has higher values for accelerations measured above the secondary suspension.

The results obtained from the evaluation of the initial misfit function comply with
expectation: due to the nonlinear characteristic of the wheel-rail contact in lateral direction, the correlation is worse for lateral than for vertical vehicle responses. The same applies for responses in the car body compared to the bogie or axleboxes. The secondary suspension with its nonlinear airspring in coaches reduces the correlation between model and measurement.

4. Identification of a reduced set of the most relevant parameters obtained from an initial sensitivity analysis

The TGV model is described by a large number of parameters. If all suspension element parameters are considered independently more than 1000 parameters have to be taken into account in the identification problem. If parameters of the wheel-rail contact are also considered the number increases even more. It is therefore crucial to select the most relevant parameters for the identification problem. The choice of the parameters depends on several factors: the knowledge about the parameter value in the real system, the influence of the parameter on the vehicle behaviour, the aim of the analysis and the available vehicle responses. In general, one can only identify parameters which have an influence on the vehicle responses which are considered in the misfit function. The identifiability of the model parameters depends therefore on the degrees of freedom measured in the real system and their coupling.

A priori knowledge about the suspension parameters can be obtained from test rig measurements. In some cases the suppliers give information about the suspension element characteristics and tolerances. If a parameter is exactly known it is not included in the identification problem. The influence of parameters which can vary within tolerances is studied using a sensitivity analysis. Since the influence of one parameter depends in general on the other parameter values, global methods taking into account the interaction between the parameters values have to be used.

4.1. Initial sensitivity analysis with Morris method

The Morris method [17] is a one-factor-at-a-time method which can take into account nonlinearities and interactions between the parameters. The method
proposes two estimates: one which represents the overall effect of the parameter and another estimating the second-and higher-order effects of the parameter.

The basic idea of the Morris method is to repeat a local one-factor-at-a-time method several times for randomly chosen data sets. This allows to take into account the interactions between the parameters. The one-factor-at-a-time method describes the influence of one parameter on the misfit function $J$ when the others are fixed.

The calculation of this so-called elementary effect is repeated for samples of the parameter set $p$ giving a distribution of elementary effects for each parameter. The samples are chosen randomly according to the frequency distribution defined for each parameter. The average of the distribution of elementary effects describes the overall effect of the parameter and its standard deviation is a measure of the non-linearity and the interaction between the parameters. A high value of the standard deviation means that the elementary effect of the parameter depends strongly on the values of the other parameters. If the interaction is low the elementary effect is not influenced by the other parameters and the standard deviation is small.

The cost needed for the computation of the sensitivity is an important criterion. Basically, if $r$ samples are calculated for a set of $n$ parameters the number of misfit function evaluations is $2nr$. Morris proposes an approach which reduces the computational cost compared to Monte-Carlo calculations.

The samples of the parameter vector are constructed outgoing from an initial vector. The following samples are obtained by changing only one component with respect to the previous vector. The component is randomly selected among all parameters apart the ones which have been varied before. Therefore two consecutive samples differ only in one component and each component has been varied at least once. The parameters are varied using a small number of values which are chosen within the range of tolerance. Figure 14 illustrates the sampling procedure for the case of two parameters ($k=2$) and 5 value levels ($p=5$). The sampling procedure is repeated 4 times ($r=4$). For more details it is referred to [17].

For each misfit function the sensitivity of the parameters is obtained in form of a point distribution with the overall effect indicated on the $x$- and the coupling and nonlinear effect on the $y$-axis. A first example is shown in figure 15 for the
bogie A in the traction unit in lateral and vertical directions. It is found that in vertical direction only vertical suspension parameters of the traction unit have an influence (vertical damper, coil spring, etc.) The interaction and nonlinear effects between them are important. All other parameters have a negligible influence indicating that the coupling from the carriages to the traction unit and the lateral parameters to the vertical vehicle response is low. In lateral direction on the contrary important nonlinear and coupling effects between a large number of parameters are found with the anti-yaw damper as an element which is particularly important. In both cases the bogie mass has an outstanding influence.

As a second example the car body acceleration of carriage 2 is considered in figure 16. In general, the influence of the parameters on the lateral response is much higher. The interaction and/or nonlinear effects of a large number of parameters are important. The vertical response is less sensitive to parameter changes and controlled by few parameters notably the airspring.

For a better understanding of the sensitivities and interactions the results of the Morris-method are visualized in two parameter-misfit function tables: one for the overall effect and another for the coupling. Each value in the table represents the overall effect or coupling of one vehicle parameter relative to one misfit function.
Figure 17 shows the overall effect of 117 parameters on the bogie misfit functions. Information about the real correlation of the parameter values is not available. In order to limit the number of parameters it is supposed that all elements of the same type have the same parameter value. The correlation factor between the parameters of the same element type is considered to be one.

Based on the results of the sensitivity analysis, the vehicle parameters acting as input parameters to the identification problem are chosen. Either these parameters are selected for a previously defined misfit function or the misfit function is designed allowing to identify certain vehicle parameters.

4.2. Necessity of global optimization

Parameter identification aims at adjusting the parameter values by minimizing the misfit function. This requires the implementation of an optimization algorithm. The choice of a suitable optimization algorithm depends on the characteristics of the misfit function solution surface. If the solution function is convex and has only one minimum in the defined parameter range local methods can be used. These methods are deterministic and show a fast convergence. Most commonly they use
the first and second derivatives of the misfit function. Local methods are outlined in the books of Nocedal [18] and Geiger [19].

For optimization problems where the misfit function has a non-convex solution surface with several local minima the use of local optimization methods can be inappropriate. They converge to the local minimum of the attractor region where the initial parameter set is situated. In this case global methods have to be used. They avoid the convergence to the closest local minimum by the use of probabilistic operators allowing to leave the attractor region of a local minimum. One drawback of these methods is the high number of iteration steps required.

Global methods are often based on probabilistic operators. In the simulated annealing method [20] the probability for the acceptance of an increase of the misfit function value depends on a parameter called temperature. The method simulates the cooling process of a material. Another widely-used approach comprises the genetic algorithms discussed in [21]. They are based on the principles of evolution and provide a set of possible solutions.

Due to the complexity of the misfit function solution surface of the TGV model the global simulated annealing method and a genetic algorithm have been applied in this work.

Track and vehicle measurement data are available for the whole TGV east line of around 300km length. An optimization using all these data or a large part of it is impossible due to the computational cost of the simulation and the high number of iterations of global optimization algorithms. It is therefore necessary to define learn sections for which the optimization is performed. A learn section represents a short section of the line for which the simulation is performed and the misfit function calculated at each iteration of the optimization. In this work learn sections of 1km length are used. A valid identification of the parameters requires that the results obtained from the learn sections are representative for the whole line and that several learn sections in different running conditions give the same result. Differences would indicate the identification for a certain working point and an insufficient model structure.

From the calibration of the initial model it was found that the track design has an important influence on the misfit function. It is therefore reasonable to define one learn section on a straight track and another learn section on a curved track. The speed for both sections is 300km/h.

4.3. Application examples

For the two defined learn sections different optimization configurations have been tested. They are summarized in table 1. The parameter identification has been applied to three misfit functions with increasing complexity using the global simulated method and a genetic algorithm as well as the local Pattern Search method. The first misfit function is defined by only one signal, the vertical acceleration in bogie A. In the second application case all accelerations of one vehicle are used, thus including the vertical and lateral accelerations in the bogie and car-body. Finally, the third misfit function takes into account accelerations measured in the traction unit as well as the first and second coach. The tolerance
Table 1. Reduction of the misfit function and final value for local and global optimization methods and three identification problems with increasing complexity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test cases</th>
<th>Reduc tion misfit function [%] (final value)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bogie(A) vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local method</td>
<td>Pattern Search 44.2 (20.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global method</td>
<td>Simulated Annealing 49.5 (18.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global method</td>
<td>Genetic algorithm 42.6 (21.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The comparison of the local Pattern Search method with the simulated annealing method and the genetic algorithm confirms the need for global optimization. Only for the case "Bogie A vertical" the local method leads to the same result indicating a convex misfit function. If the misfit function is composed by several vehicle responses the solution surface becomes non-convex and global methods have to be used. Both the simulated annealing method and the genetic algorithm lead to the same results.

In the following two application examples with a single signal in the misfit function are discussed in detail.

### 4.3.1. Example of vertical acceleration in bogie A

As a first example the identification result is discussed for the vertical acceleration in bogie A and 76 vehicle parameters considered. The good correlation of the initial model and the absence of nonlinear effects make this a simple case. Figure 18 shows the reduction of the misfit function for the learn section in straight track and in curve. In straight track the misfit function is reduced by 49.5% giving a final misfit function value of 18.9%. As it can be seen from the time signal in figure 19 this corresponds to a very good correlation between measurement and simulation.

For the learn section in curved track the misfit function is only reduced by 29% giving a final value of 26.8%. This confirms the result obtained from the initial calibration. Even after the optimization the model is less able to represent the dynamic behaviour of the real vehicle in curves than on straight track.

When looking at the identified parameter values, differences between straight and
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Figure 19. Measured and simulated acceleration signals for the vertical acceleration in bogie A

Figure 20. Relative parameter values of the primary suspension in the traction unit for straight and curved track

curved track are found also. Figure 20 shows for the parameters 1 to 10 the relative modifications. For the longitudinal stiffness of the coil (1) and the guidance spring (4) the identified values differ extremely while for the other parameters a good correlation between straight and curved track is found. This can be explained when the result of the sensitivity analysis is considered. The two mentioned parameters have a low influence on the vertical vehicle response. Their identification using only the vertical bogie acceleration is therefore not possible. For a identification of these parameters the lateral response has to be considered in the misfit function.

4.3.2. Example of lateral acceleration in carriage 2

In the second example the lateral acceleration in carriage 2 is used in the misfit function. Due to the secondary suspension and nonlinear effects the initial misfit function has a value of 88%. From the sensitivity analysis it is found that both vertical and lateral suspension parameters control the lateral vehicle response. Therefore a large number of vehicle parameters is considered in the identification problem.

For a parameter tolerance of 10% the misfit function is reduced by 34% giving a final value of 58%. An increase of the parameter tolerance to 50% increases the misfit function gain only slightly indicating the important influence of parameters on the lateral vehicle dynamics. The model is less robust and even small errors in
the parameters have a strong effect on the model performance.

In order to improve the model performance a simple linear stiffness model of the airspring has been replaced by a thermodynamic model. Figure 21 shows the relative change of the parameter values for a tolerance of 10% for this model. It can be seen that 4 of 8 parameters of the airspring reach the defined boundaries. It illustrates the difficulty when the model structure is improved by a more detailed modelling. The nominal parameters of the thermodynamic air spring model which replaced the simple equivalent stiffness are not well known and increase the complexity of the identification problem.

5. Conclusions

The results of the previous section show the potential of parameter identification methods for the complex nonlinear system of a railway vehicle. Measured forces and accelerations are used in order to adjust the simulation model to the real system. A good correlation between model and measurements is needed for virtual homologation and track maintenance procedures based on the vehicle response. An identification of suspension parameters could be also used for condition monitoring purposes.

The misfit function which describes the distance between simulation and measurement is defined in the time domain using least-squares. This choice was made after analyzing the excitation signals and transfer functions of the track-vehicle system. By comparing the transfer functions of the primary and secondary suspension it is observed that nonlinearities have an important influence on the lateral dynamics of the TGV train.

In the identification problem only vehicle parameters which have an influence on the defined misfit function are identifiable. Therefore a global sensitivity analysis taking into account the interaction between the parameters has been applied to more than 100 vehicle parameters. For the transfer function it revealed a difference between the vertical and lateral system behaviour. While the vertical vehicle response is controlled by a relatively small number of vertical suspension parameters located at the same position in the vehicle, an important coupling is found for the lateral vehicle response. It is controlled by a large number of parameters. This results in a more complex identification problem if the lateral vehicle response is taken into account in the misfit function.
Taking into account the results of the sensitivity analysis several identification problems are defined. In the first case only the vertical vehicle response in bogie A is used in the misfit function. Already the initial model shows a very good correlation (37%) and depending on the defined parameter tolerances a reduction of the misfit function between 10% and 40% is obtained. The vertical direction of the suspension is well modelled in the structure of the TGV model. In the second case the lateral response in the car body is used adding several difficulties to the identification problem: the nonlinear vehicle behaviour in lateral direction, the important coupling between vehicle parameters and the complex secondary suspension. Consequently the initial misfit function is worse (90%). The identification process leads to an important reduction of the misfit function already for small parameter tolerances. In lateral direction the model is less robust and more sensitive to parameter errors. The persisting differences between model and measurement indicate that a more detailed model structure might be necessary. However, as shown for the example of the thermodynamic airspring model this increases the complexity of the identification problem and adds difficulties with choosing nominal parameter values.

As a perspective for future work the consideration of parameters of the wheel-rail contact is envisaged. They have an important influence on the vehicle dynamics but since exact information about the conicity and friction coefficients is often not available they add uncertainty to the simulation results. An identification of these parameters from measurement data could help to better understand the vehicle behaviour under different running conditions and improve the simulation results. If the results show an important variability for the wheel-rail contact parameter the introduction of a probabilistic model can be reasonable. The parameters are then considered as stochastic parameters with a certain probability distribution.
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